”IS SPAIN READY FOR A LITTLE QUIET?” ASKS GÖTESSONS
John de Boer, commercial director and co - owner of the
Swedish company Götessons , an expert in acoustic quality work
environments, explains the importance of analyzing and solving
noise problems at the offices open space .
Scandinavian countries are at the forefront of all matters related
to the welfare of people. And significantly, with health in work
environments. Take for example, the standard which calls for
Swedish companies to have sit / stand tables for their employees. furniture adaptable to different functions and moods, designed to promote the health of people.

NOISE CONTROL
The Swedish company Götessons has created solutions to
address another major problem affecting work environments.
Especially in its version open space . According to several studies,
the primary cause of discomfort in these environments is the high
level of unwanted noise. This noise, obviously affects concentration
and mood and, therefore, directly affects the welfare and worker
efficiency.
Effective service Götessons proposed to overcome this disadvantage includes soundcheck. Also an exhaustive analysis before and
after the acoustic recommended package and installation drawings
and 3D virtual models. So with this experience has helped multinational companies like Google advanced, Repsol, Airbus, Telefónica,
Santander, HP, Cisco, and also to small and medium enterprises
sectors of hotels, restaurants and libraries. Undoubtedly, Götessons is a leader in acoustic products. He is an expert in maximizing the usefulness of working scenario in response to global trends in
open spaces and smaller surfaces.

ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS
We spoke to John de Boer, commercial director and co-owner of the company.
”From the workplace to the creative space, Götessons designs, develops and markets quality products for office environments. We export
our acoustic sound absorption and accessories to countries around the world solutions. Working sectors, auditoriums and hotels are our
target customers, we are rated AAA and have a very healthy rate of growth. ”

NOISY RESTAURANTS
John de Boer is passionate about his work and our country.
”I lived in Spain most of my life and I love the Spanish lifestyle. I recently read that this is one of the countries with the highest life expectancy
in the world, something that obviously has a lot to do with the Mediterranean diet. From my point of view, the best diet in the world, without
forgetting accompany a good glass of wine! However, what I dislike most restaurants I frequent in Spain is the tremendous lack of control of
ambient noise. I’m not talking about a cheerful buzz, but the fact that you can not hear what your friends are saying due to poor soundproofing, echoes and frenetic sound waves bouncing all over the place ... To find a comparison, in countries from North,

We asked the commercial director of Götessons by the qualities
of its acoustic solutions.
”Our strengths are constant development and research in sound
quality, a wide range of products and fast, straightforward approach to accommodate all the needs of our customers. Thus,
we propose solutions that make life easier, more fun and more
enjoyable life. That is our daily attitude in Götessons and we are
pleased to note the success of the results. We invite those who are
concerned about issues of acoustics to contact us. ”

So John de Boer believes that our country is ready for silence?
”My opinion, after talking to many people is that Spain, perhaps, is not ready to silence but for a more peaceful and beautiful sound!”

